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Holy Family Parish Book Club : Rebuilt

SESSION 6

Participant Guide – Reflection, Presentation & Video

ALL

CHAPTERS

REFLECTION ON WEEK 5 CALL TO ACTION:
Last week we made our top 3 model behaviours – 3 actions, habits, or
behaviours which could transform our parish culture, if every parishioner
adopted them. Then we were challenged to “live” them over the past week.
Would anyone like to share their experiences, or feedback?

Presentation on Ministries, Small Groups & Connect Sessions
Notes:

Watch Video #6:

God’s call to each of us to help God rebuild our parish
Father Michael looks at scripture from the prophet Isaiah in which God tells the people to stop
thinking and living in the past. He is up to something new and they should be on the look out for it.
God has called our Church to do something new. We are to be a dynamic orthodoxy that is leading
the Church in our generation by being a new kind of Catholic parish. In order to have the impact we
want to have, we all must lead where we are and be attentive to the new things God wants us to do
in our time and in our generation. You can do this!
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SESSION 6

CHAPTER

Participant Guide – Small Group Discussion

15

TABLE GROUP ACTIVITY QUESTION:
“What would be a powerful and relevant ‘vision statement’ for Holy Family
Parish – a statement of what our parish could and should be?”
• Read the first 3 lines of Chapter 15, then take 2-3 minutes to quietly
consider the question above.
• Take 5 minutes to share your suggestions as a group while one person
writes them on the brainstorm sheet.
• Take 5 minutes to discuss and agree on your “vision statement”.
(Don’t worry if you can’t find one that everyone agrees with – but please try!)

IMPORTANT NOTES – PLEASE READ BEFORE STARTING THIS ACTIVITY:
•
•

•

A vision statement needs to be very clear, and concise. They are generally between 5 and 25 words (give or take).
Here are some examples of Vision statements from a few current organizations:
o Church of the Nativity: “Making church matter by growing disciples growing disciples among disconnected Catholics in
North Baltimore and influencing other churches to do the same elsewhere.”
o Harvard University: “To develop leaders who will one day make a global difference.”
o Save the Children: “A world in which every child attains the right to survival, protection, development, and participation.”
If you can’t fit everything you’d like to say into a 5-25 word statement – just state what you feel most strongly about.

Next
STEPS

CALL TO ACTION:
Make one commitment, to a step that you will take within the next week.
Write it in your Next STEPS booklet, with a date that you will stick to.
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